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DISTRICT BUSINESS ACTIVITY ADVANCES AT SLOWED
PACE: BAJ~KCREDIT P~CPANSION IS VIGOROUS
Ninth district business conditions advanced somewhat during March, though
the rate of gain was less than that experienced throughout most of last year.
Employment increased slightly between February and March, as well as from a year
ago, while unemployment in the district was lower than that experienced during
March of 1966.

The industrial sector remained at the high production and employ-

ment levels of the first two months of this year, while construction work trailed
behind the year-ago levels.

Retail sales, •for which February data are the most

current available, continued to show slight increases in the district.
Strength in the industrial sector of the Ninth district during March was
evidenced by the rise in electric power consumption and continued high employment
and manhours figures.

Continuation of high levels of defense expenditures is

expected to maintain district output at a very high rite over the next sever~l
months.
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Increases occurred in both number.and valuation of residential building
permits in March, but comparisons with pervious years indicates that these
construction indicators in March 1967 did not achieve the normal seasonal increase
that usually occurs.

Some other areas of construction can expect increased levels

of activity as a result of the recent releases of delayed highway funds.
Employment within the industry remains very high and the shifting of labor between
sectors of the construction industry has been a factor contributing to the high
employment situation existing within that industry.
District member banks reported no letup in the rapid expansion of deposits
and bank credit in April following an unusually strong upsurge during the previous
month.

The sharp rise in total deposits during April was due entirely to a sub-

stantial inflow of time deposits at both city and country banks, about twice as
large as the normal inflow for the month.

Unlike the experience at city banks

nation-wide where increases in large negotiable certificates of deposits provided
much of the recent sharp increases in total time deposits, the recent increase in
time deposits at Ninth district city banks was due primarily to rapid growth in
smaller, consumer-type certificates of deposits.

Demand deposits at district banks

declined slightly during April, in line with the seasonal pattern.
The unusually vigorous expansion of bank credit at district banks during
April represented principally an upsurge in total loans; bank holdings of U.S.
Government and other securities remained essentially unchanged for the district as
a whole during this period.

The above seasonal growth of total loans occurred for

the tao~tpart during the middle weeks of the month, a period which encompassed
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corporate tax payment dates.

It is generallybelieved that corporate demand for

loans was unusually large at this time not only because of heavy tax obligations
but also because corporations were generally in a poorer liquidity position to
meet these obligations.
February cash farm receipts figures provide the first concrete evidence
of the slowdown that has occurred in the agricultural sector.

Total receipts for

that month amounted to $269 million in the district, a gain of 1 per cent above
that of February 1966.

All of the february gain, however, is due to a six per

cent rise in crop sales reflecting both relatively large marketings and favorable
price levels.

Livestock receipts, on the other hand, dropped 1 per cent below the

February 1966 level as market prices declined.
depicts the pattern of the last two months.

The February data undoubtedly

.Crop receipts typically drop off

fairly sharply during the spring season as the crop year closes out and livestock
receipts assume a more domina~itposition in terms of total receipts.

Thus, with

current livestock prices in a relatively depressed state, livestock receipts are
likely to fall well below those of last year, which would result in lower total
cash receipts from farm marketings.

By the end of June, total cash farm receipts

could be lagging year-earlier levels by as much as 5 per cent.
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